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Abstract. In era 4.0 that characterized by digital technology, the number of female journalist leader is still limited. This research aimed to describe the essence of female journalist leaders experience in doing their function. Standpoint theory in critical constructionism paradigm was applied to understand the phenomena. It assumed that male standpoint become the dominant perspective in the world. The viewpoint maintained the status quo and suppressed female standpoint. A critical phenomenology design was used to get data through in-depth interviewing virtually of several female journalists’ leaders in conventional media companies in Indonesia. The result showed that the essence of female journalists’ leadership in conventional media was to treat leadership as a tool to show the existence of themselves as child, mother, wife, worker, and individual. They used power as tool to empower themselves, female co-workers and female in general through editorial policy based on competence and media content that had gender sensitive to support political and economic interests of womenkind and company using optimally technology to adapt in the middle of pandemic and disruptive era. It seemed that feminist standpoint had not managed to overcome male standpoint in conventional media industries.
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1 Introduction

The number of female journalists in Indonesia who position as leader in media industries are still limited. Male journalists are dominating the position. For instance, a local paper in Semarang has 4 males and 1 female leaders at editorial management [1] and a national paper in Jakarta has 14 males and 1 female leaders at editorial management [2]. It is just an example to show how domination of female journalist happens in conventional media.

Female journalists who run leadership in their media faced negative attitude from their male counterpart. They were downgraded as incompetence and easy to desperate. This condition did not support them to achieve organizational goals. There was a discrimination situation in certain degree that be faced by the female journalist to behave as a member or a leader in organizational media [3]. It seems women journalist leader meet organizational problems in interaction with their men counterparts.

This condition seems to show there is an unequal gender relation in the print and electronic media. This phenomenon does not fit with Article 281 in Amendment of UUD 1945 that states everyone has a right to free of discrimination treatment based on anything and has a right to get a protection from any discriminative treatment. This value is also relevant with Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women of United Nations that be ratified by our government as a national law [4].

Meanwhile media industries recently face new technologies as the consequences of internet progression. This condition makes difficult economically for media to develop financially. Digital era gives negative impact for media industries when cannot adapt with new condition. It seems print media industries face a “sunset industry”. In case of local media, all the leaders tried to develop new strategies to solve their economic problem [5]. This new era creates economic problems for media industries in Indonesia.

The problem arises from the condition: How do female journalists’ leader of conventional media experience the digital era in their organizational media? What is the substance experience of female journalists’ leader when doing their leadership? What is kind of editorial strategic that be created by female journalist leader to adapt in the digital era to solve their economical and organizational problem? What is the substance experience of female journalist leader to handle new technologies in digital era? This article will focus on describing the essence of female journalists’ leader in editorial management to run their leadership in digital era.

A standpoint theory was applied to understand the phenomena [6]. This theory assumed that our world was dominated by a dominant viewpoint namely male standpoint. This standpoint created anything in this world using male perspective. Language to label anything in the world was created in patriarchal symbolic. To be existence, female must absorb themselves in male symbol. Time by time, male keeps the dominant standpoint as a normal status quo. People who behave outside the perspective will be labeled as deviant. So, the sexual division of labor, unpaid work in home, reproduction, the lack of power, and others are the implications of praxis the standpoint in this world. All the implication makes female in inferior position.

Many researches in many organizations that involved female as leader that be done before was supported the assumption [7-15]. Still many females did not have opportunity to position in top management because of traditional reason that place female in domestic area in home.

2 Methodology

To answer the problem, this research used a critical constructionism paradigm to guide all the research processes in qualitative approach [16,17]. A critical phenomenology research design [18,19] was applied to get data from female journalist leaders as key informants in their position as Editor in Chief (Solo Pos Daily), Deputy Editor in Chief (Jawa Pos Daily), Senior Editor (Kompas Daily), and Editor (Solo Pos Daily). All the participants were selected purposively. Data was analyzed using phenomenology procedures.

3 Results and Discussion

The result showed that the essence of becoming leader in conventional media at digital era for all the female journalists related with treating leadership as a tool to show the existence of themselves as child, mother, wife, worker, and individual. They used power as tool to empower themselves, female co-workers and female in general through editorial policy based on competency and media content that contained gender sensitive to support political and economic interests of womenkind and company using optimally technology to adapt in the middle of pandemic and disruptive era.
3.1 Female Journalist Existence: Rational Self?

The existence of being female seemed to be essential for participants. They treated leadership not as the end of their professional activities. Leadership was just a tool to get something important for their life and organization.

According to a participant, she ever refused several times to be positioned in editorial management functions. Firstly, she refused to be a Political Editor because it would create a conflict of interest between her position and her father position in government. Secondly, the same reason also she used to refuse a Chief Editor position when offered to her. Thirdly, she refused to be a Deputy Chief Editor because she had a baby. As a mother, she had to nurture her baby to grow well. The working rhythm of media would damage it. So, she refused the position. The same reason also she used to resign from Technological Editor position. Finally, she took position in editorial management such as Deputy Chief Editor and Chief Editor because she had no all the reason. Her father passed away and her children were being adult so they could manage themselves. Being a leader was not her vision. It was beyond her imagination. “I just live my life,” said the Senior Editor of a national paper in Indonesia.

Other participant refused management position because of her existence as a wife. According to a participant as Deputy Chief Editor at her paper, when there were changing of position of Chief Editor, she was assigned to place the position. She refused it because she had to take care of her husband that being sick seriously. She might take care of him until he passed away. “It is not a mistake decision,” said her convincingly.

Being existence also showed by other participant when divorced with her spouse to maintain her occupation as a journalist. She divorced her husband because there was different vision about family. According to the participant, her husband did not understand her occupation. He did not support her career. She divorced when being an Editor. She often went back home late since took the position. Her husband did not agree with that. She thought there was no same vision anymore between her and her husband. “I am having a principle if he is not happy, I am also not happy. So, I am divorcing him,” said the participant as Chief Editor at her paper at local city in Central Java.

The experience of female journalist leader about their existence as female to keep their individual self is becoming something relevant with phenomenology assumption about the ways in which we relate to the world and its beings [20]. As a phenomenon, what participants did is to show how world appears or presents itself to us in their experience. Becoming leader in their media was not important as becoming themselves. They knew what they did. It was not emotional consideration but rational for them. They maintained their individual self as important matter in their life.

It seems when the participant becomes rational being, they transform themselves to be male being that characterized as rational subject. This idea is supported in standpoint theory [21]. It assumes that the vision of the ruling group structures the material relations in which all groups are forced to participate. In our case, the vision of female journalist leader is influenced by male’s vision. One of the visions relates to rational being.

3.2 Female Journalist Leadership: Competence for All!

According to Rosener, style leadership of female leader focuses more on sharing of power and information [22]. This style closes to democratic style of leadership or encourage the heart model in Herrick’s term [23]. In this model, woman leader more often interacts with her
subordinates, pushes them to participate and shows to them how to achieve personal goals together with organizational goals. How did participants perform their leadership style?

Leadership style of participants were characterized by their effort to increase knowledge related with their position. It was like a participant experience when assigned as an Editor of weekly edition. According to her, when she had a position as an Editor of weekly edition, her paper had a rubric of fashion. When her journalist who hold the rubric died, she had to continue it. However, her education background was agronomic. She knows nothing about fashion matters. So, she had to learn much more about it. It was not like recent condition where internet might support any information. She had to learn by herself by looking for the information in many ways such as going to library, book shop and asking her colleagues to buy it when going abroad. She did that because it was her responsibility to make the rubric still existed in her paper. “In the future, my skill in fashion inspires many young journalists to write in my style using fashion as part of criticism to dominant side,” explained the participant.

Besides, the leadership style of participants also concerned to their subordinate’s achievement. They offered same opportunity for employees to develop their skill and to position in management function. It was said by a participant that in every editorial meeting, she always gave same opportunity to female journalists to express their opinion. She encouraged them to voice their viewpoint about certain issue. She also gave same opportunity for them to position in management function. “It will depend on their capabilities to get the position,” said the participant.

Other stated that competency was important to use to give certain assignment. She used competence to assign her subordinate. If there was a female journalist who know much about criminal issues, for instance, having skill to approach police officers, she would give her the assignment. “It is okay for me. It is professional job so seeing competency is important,” said the informant.

The experience also be done by other informant who be assigned by her leader to get criminal news for years when she became a journalist at first time. “After being a journalist for a year, I am assigned to criminal beat for two years,” explained the informant about her experience to coverage criminal issues.

Other participant emphasized on partnership relations with her subordinates. According to her, she tried to be a loyal and humble leader to her staff. She asked them to eat outside together or getting selfie. She also prepared training session to all divisions. She could not become an authoritarian leader for them. She treated them as her partner in achieving organizational goals. She often offered them facilities. But she also asked for them the consequences of the facilities. “If they may fulfill the target, I let the facilities for them. However, when they fail to get the target, I pull out it from them,” said the participant.

What be done by participants confirmed female leadership style that emphasized on encouraging subordinated to maximize their competence to achieve personal and organizational goals. What they did also indicate what Schwab said about leadership in era 4.0. It is an era when there are many disruptions happened that caused by the domination of information technology in our life. There are many innovations created by the technology. It will change many old habits to be new one.

According to Schwab [24], leaders in digital era should has contextual intelligent (thought), emotional intelligent (heart), motivational intelligent (soul), and physical intelligent (body). Contextual intelligent relates with how leaders understand and apply their knowledge. Emotional intelligent concerns with how leaders process and unity their thought and feel and connect it in themselves and others people. Motivational intelligent focuses on how leaders use objective, belief, and individual and collective virtues to influence change and act for communal
advantage together. Physical intelligent concentrates on how leaders improve and keep health of themselves and their environment to be ready to use energy that be needed to transform personal and system. It seems the characteristics are applied by female journalists’ leader. It happened when they increased their knowledge and skill to connect and to influence their environment.

3.3 Feminist Standpoint: Male Standpoint?

Feminist leadership involves a leader in process of dialogic education that assumes continuously interaction between leader with subordinates to create conducive working climate to cultivate personal happiness as an important basis to achieve organizational goals. Feminist leadership is an active form of leadership. It is a process where a leader is an arranger for others, responsible for activities or carrier of experience. This leadership style aims to keep a spirit of women movement and creates spiritual bonding among women [25]. What done by participants seems to reflect this kind of leadership.

It was like what a participant expressed. She tried to encourage herself and her colleagues to be sensitive gender in their daily activities when producing content to their paper. She developed certain policy to control the product become sensitive gender. When this idea came from her leader first time, it seemed just economical matter. They needed content that differed with usual product. In that time, their paper performed much of masculinism in its content. “It caused there is just little number of female readers to our paper. We need the content that reflect female interests,” explained the participant.

Other participant got ideas to create female rubrics from her male leader. The reason was to get advertising related to female products. Economic matters seemed dominant behind ideas to perform female interests in her paper. According to the participant, her male mentor asked about difficulties their paper to get consumer good advertising. It seemed the paper too masculine. He asked her to create certain rubrics to fulfill female interests.

Economical interest is behind the ideas to create contain that fulfill female interests seems relevant with male leader of local papers in Java when creating strategy to serve their community [26]. It seems economic matters dominate the operation of media industries that labeled as male sites. Moreover, in digital era the conventional media industries are predicted will not be survive to face new media industries that be supported by information technology.

4 Conclusion

It seems that feminist standpoint has not managed to overcome male domination in conventional media industries at digital era when economic interests still dominate behind its policy and product. Female journalist’s leader seems just to actuate male economic interests when producing policy and content to fulfill female interests. However, when female journalists have same opportunities to achieve editorial top management positions in conventional media industries there is an opportunity for them to influence and to change their environment to be sensitive gender.
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